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ABSTRACT
The morphology and laminar distribution of immunolabeled neurons in
the medial and dorsomedial telencephalic cortices of the lizard Podarcis
hispanica were examined in vibratome sections after preembedding y-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-immunocytochemistry. In both cortical areas and a t
all rostrocaudal levels, GABA-immunoreactive neurons were found in all
cortical layers, with the largest number (74%) of GABA-positive cells in
layer 3. GABA-positive neurons were classified into pyramidlike, verticalfusiform, multipolar, and horizontal neurons. Cells that could be so classified
were counted in each cortical lamina.
In the medial cortex, multipolar and horizontal-bipolar cells dominated
layer 1. Layer 2 displayed mainly horizontal and pyramidlike cells a t its
outer margin and pyramidlike cells at its inner margin. In layer 3, horizontal cells were the prevalent group. In the dorsomedial cortex, layer 1mainly
contained small multipolar neurons (35% of layer-1 cells) in its outer third
and vertical-fusiform neurons (37% of layer-1 cells) in its inner two thirds.
In layer 2,47%of the few GABA-positive perikarya were pyramidlike. The
largest population of neurons in layer 3 was that formed by multipolar cells
(45% of layer-3 cells).
Ultrastructural examination revealed that GABA-immunoreactive neurons possessed indented euchromatic nuclei with a central nucleolus. Their
cytoplasm contained numerous mitochondria and a very well-developed
granular endoplasmic reticulum. Their somata were contacted by numerous
unstained boutons making asymmetric contacts and by a few symmetric
synapses of GABA-positive terminals. Dendrites of GABA-immunoreactive
cells were thin, with irregular outlines, and generally aspinous. Like the
somata, dendrites were contacted by many unstained asymmetric synapses.
Some dendritic profiles also received symmetric contacts from GABA-positive boutons.
GABA-positive terminal-like puncta were found throughout the layers,
with a maximal concentration in layer 2. Electron microscopy confirmed
that nearly all of the puncta represent GABA-positive terminal boutons.
Comparison of GABA-immunoreactive cells in Podarcis with those found
in the mammalian hippocampus suggests that these cells may be inhibitory
neurons, as in the hippocampus of mammals.
Key words: lizard telencephalon, GABA-immunoeytochemistry,nonpyramidal
cells, GABAergic neurons, electron microscopy
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The medial and dorsomedial areas of the cerebral cortex
of lizards display a characteristic three-layered structure
with an outer layer that contains few somata and prominent apical dendrites extending from the somata of deeper
layers; a principal cellular layer composed of pyramidlike
neurons; and an inner layer that contains the basal dendrites of the principal layer cells and a number of polymorphous neurons (Northcutt, ’67; Ebbesson and Voneida, ’69;
Lacey, ’78; Wouterlood, ’81).However, on the basis of Golgiimpregnated preparations, descriptions of non-pyramidal
neurons of the inner and outer layers by different authors
and for different species have not been unequivocal. Ebbesson and Voneida (‘69; Tupinambis) and Guirado et al. (’84;
Psamrnodrornus) did not find impregnated neurons in the
outer layer of the dorsomedial area, whereas others detected one (Wouterlood, ’81;Agarna) or two types of neurons
(Lacey, ’78; Sceloporus). These and other differences may
reflect properties of the species under study as well as
differences related to the applied techniques. Nissl staining
generally reveals the existence of more neurons than are
impregnated by the Golgi method. It is possible that the
latter method does not impregnate all types of neurons
equally well.
Whereas the pyramidlike cells of the principal cellular
layer have been reported to be projection neurons that give
rise to cortical and subcortical efferents (Lohman and Mentink, ’72; Lohman and Van Woerden-Verkley, ’761, little is
known about the functional significance of the nonpyramidal types in the inner and outer layers. In a preliminary
immunocytochemical study on the cerebral cortex of Podarcis hispanica (Schwerdtfeger and Lopez-Garcia, ’861, we reported that nearly all cells in these layers were
immunoreactive to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA). A
more detailed study of the population of GABA-positive
cells yields not only data on the structure and distribution
of the nonpyramidal cell types, but also important information in terms of their function, as it is generally accepted
that in cortical regions of the mammalian brain, GABAimmunoreactive cells are inhibitory interneurons. Evidence for this also has been reported for one nonsquamate
(nonscaled) reptilian species, the turtle Pseudemys, the cortex of which contains GABA-immunoreactive nonpyramidal cells that resemble stellate cells with physiologically
established inhibitory functions (Shen and Kriegstein, ’86;
Blanton et al., ’87). Hence the present study reports on the
laminar distribution and morphology of GABA-immunoreactive cells in the medial and dorsomedial areas of the
cerebral cortex of a lizard and attempts to correlate the
results with those from Golgi studies on other species of
squamate reptiles (lizards and snakes). Finally, we will
discuss some of the functional aspects of our findings in
relation to the evidence regarding GABAergic neurons in
the forebrain of mammals.
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animals, a n injection of 1-3 pl of 1%colchicine was administered 1 day before perfusion. This treatment has been
described to improve the immunocytochemical demonstration of glutamic acid decarboxylase, the synthetic enzyme
of GABA (Ribak et al., ’78). Colchicine treatment, however,
did not influence the effect of GABA-immunocytochemistry.

Immunostaining
To improve the penetration of the antibodies, sections
were rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen (Priestley, ’84).After
thawing at room temperature, sections were incubated for
30 minutes with 10% normal goat serum to block nonspecific staining and then incubated overnight with a monoclonal GABA-antibody raised in rabbits (Immunonuclear,
StillwaterMN, U.S.A.) diluted 1:2,000 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Control sections were incubated in nonimmune serum and showed no reaction product except for
that in blood cells. The avidin-biotin-complex (ABC) method
(Hsu et al., ’81; ABC-kit from Vector, Burlingame CA,
U.S.A.) was used for the visualization of the antigen-antibody complex. Then sections were treated with 0.05% 3,3’diaminobenzidine and 0.04% HzOz in PBS and washed
again. For light microscopy, sections were postfured in 0.2%
osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 30 minutes
and then dehydrated in a graded series of ethanols and
enclosed in Entellan (Merck, Darmstadt, F.R.G.). For electron microscopy, sections from eight brains were postfixed
in 1%Os04 for 1 hour, dehydrated in a graded series of
component A of Durcupan (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland), and
embedded in a thin layer of the final Durcupan mixture
between two transparent plastic foils. After polymerization
of the medium, preparations were checked in the light
microscope. Suitable pieces were cut out and glued onto
plastic blocks for final ultrathin sectioning.

RESULTS
Terminology

Various nomenclatures have been applied to the cerebral
areas of squamate reptiles. Like Ebbesson and Voneida (‘69)
and Ulinski (‘77, ’79), we use the term medial cortex for the
small-celled cortical area located mainly at the medial telencephalic surface, continues to the adjacent part of the
dorsal surface, and at caudal levels also extends to the
ventral surface. This area also has been referred to as
“hippocampus, pars dorsomedialis” (Northcutt, ’671, “hippocampus, small-celled part” (Lacey, ’78) and “small-celled
mediodorsal cortex” (Lohman and Mentink, ’72; Wouterlood, ’81).Accordingly, we termed the area that is laterally
adjacent to the medial cortex (and the cellular layer of
which is continuous with that of the medial cortex, but
contains larger cells) the dorsomedial cortex. This area has
also been called “hippocampus, pars dorsalis” (Northcutt,
’67), “hippocampus, large-celled part” (Lacey, ’78), and
“largecelled mediodorsal cortex” (Lohman and Mentink,
’72; Wouterlood, ’81).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Most authors report that the principal cellular layer in
Tissue preparation
both the medial and dorsomedial areas is composed of pyrTwenty-two adult specimens of Podarcis hispanica, with amidlike neurons (Northcutt, ’67; Wouterlood, ’81),but the
head-cloaca lengths of 45-50 mm, were sacrificed under outer and inner layers contain nonpyramidal cell types
ether anesthesia by transcardial perfusion with 3% para- (except for some displaced pyramidal cells that may occur
formaldehyde and 0.1%glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate in the inner layer (Ramon y Cajal, ’17; Ulinski, ’79). Howbuffer, pH 7.2. Brains were rapidly extracted and immersed ever, some controversy exists regarding the nomenclature
overnight in glutaraldehyde-free fixative. After storage for of the three layers. The outer layer of the dorsomedial
another 24 hours in phosphate-buffered 10% sucrose, the cortex has been termed “molecular layer” (Ebbesson and
brains were cut a t 50 pm on a vibratome. Sections were Voneida, ’69; Lacey, ’78) and superficial (Wouterlood, ’81)or
collected in phosphate buffer containing 30%sucrose. In 10 outer (Garcia Verdugo et al., ’83) plexiform layer. In the
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TABLE 1.Laminar Distribution of GABA-Immunoreactive Cell Types in the Medial and Dorsomedial Cortices of Podarcis
Medial cortex'

Layer 1
Layer 2
At outer rim
Inside
At inner rim
Total
Layer 3

Dorsomedial cortex'

Pyramidlike

Verticalfusiform

Multipolar

Horizontal

Total
cells

2

9

22

25

58

5
0
10
15
30

4
0

4
4
5
13

5
0
0
5

67

114

18
4
15
37
218

0

4
7

Cellsimm
surface
length

Pyramidlike

Verticalfusiform

Multipolar

Horizontal

6

6

22

21

11

60

I

3
3

2
4
2
8
145

3
0
2

15
12

4
22

5
6
18
54

1

7
27

5
99

Total
cells

Cellsimm
surface
length
16

11

38
325

10
84

'Total of considered surface length in section, 10.1 mm; total classified cells, 313.
'Total of considered surface length in section, 3.8; total classified cells, 423.

present study, we follow the neutral terminology of Ulinski
('77, '79) who designated the outer, principal cellular and
inner layers as layers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. We do not
include white matter and ependyma in our division of the
cortex.

Immunostaining at the light-microscopelevel
The immunocytochemical procedures resulted in dark
staining of neuronal somata and their proximal main dendrites. Generally, some short dendritic ramifications also
were immunolabeled, and in some cases longer dendrites
could be indentified. We found many terminal-like GABAimmunoreactive structures,. especiallv
in layer 2 (Schwerdtfeger and Lopez-Garcia, '86).
To achieve some degree of quantification, 885 cells were
examined in three sections (at rostral, intermediate, and
caudal levels, respectively) from each of three animals,
corresponding to a total surface length of 10.9 mm for the
medial cortex and 3.8 mm for the dorsomedial cortex. On
the basis of their arrangement of main dendrites and their
soma shape, we could classify 736 neurons into four main
types: pyramidlike, vertical-fusiform, multipolar, and horizontal neurons, whereas the remainder of the cells (147)
could not be clearly identified. We then estimated the numbers of these neuronal types separately for areas and layers
(see Table 1). We did not attempt a statistical evaluation of
these data for the following reasons: 1) Although we applied
the same methods for all animals, the results of immunostaining could be compared only with some limitations.
Different totals of immuno-processed cells were found in
the different specimens, probably as a consequence of different penetration depths of the antibody. 2) About 17%of the
examined cells could not be identified, thus implying a
relatively high factor of uncertainty. However, because some
tendencies of areal and laminar distributions of cells can be
inferred from our estimations, we feel that they yield reasonable information.

rons (Fig. 1, no. 15) were present only in the dorsomedial
cortex; they generally possessed two or three main apical
and one or two main basal dendrites. Inverted pyramidlike
multipolar cells (Fig. 1, no. 13) also were found only in the
dorsomedial cortex. The smallest GABA-immunoreactive
neurons were found among the multipolar cells whose round
somata had diameters smaller than 10 um. However, other
multipolar cells, with somata as large as 25 pm in diameter,
were observed. Neurons with round or horizontal-fusiform
somata that extended 2-4, primarily horizontally oriented,
main dendrites were classified as horizontal cells (Fig. 1,
nos. 1, 3, 6a, 6b, 14). The major axis of their somata varied
from about 15 um to 30 um.

Laminar distribution of immunolabeled neurons

Fifty-eight percent of the examined cells were found in
the dorsomedial cortex and 42% in the medial cortex (results of cell counts are presented in Table 1). Because, in
sections through the forebrain, the surface length of the
medial cortex is clearly longer than that of the dorsomedial
cortex, it appears that there is a denser distribution of
GABA-positive cells in the dorsomedial than there is in the
medial cortex. In both areas, the majority of immunolabeled perikarya were localized in layer 3, followed by layer
1 and layer 2 (Table 1, Fig. 2). With the exception of the
horizontal cells in layer 3, which appeared less frequently
at rostral levels than at intermediate and caudal levels, we
could not recognize rostrocaudal variations in the frequencies of cell types.
Medial cortex. Relatively few GABA-immunoreactive
neurons occurred in layer 1. Of these, the horizontal and
multipolar types constituted the largest populations. Multipolar cells were small to medium-sized, and their dendrites remained in layer 1. Horizontal neurons were
localized mainly in the inner two thirds of the layer (Fig. 1,
no. 1). Those that were located near the border with layer 2
generally displayed one basally directed dendrite. A few
vertical-fusiform and pyramidlike cells (Fig. 3d) were found
Definition of cell types
in the lateral portion of the layer. Basally directed denNeurons with vertical-oval or triangular somata that dis- drites of some of these cells could be traced into layer 2
played one apical and two or three main basal dendrites (Fig. 1, no. 2).
were termed pyramidlike (Fig. 1, nos. 5, 11,12). Their soma
Layer 2 displayed numerous GABA-positive puncta that
sizes proved to be variable, ranging from about 15 pm to 25 surrounded the somata of unstained cells (Fig. 3a). Of the
pm. Vertical-fisiform cells each displayed one apical and 37 GABA-immunostained somata in layer 2, only four small
basal main dendrite (Fig. 1, nos. 2, 8, 10). Their soma size multipolar cells were actually located within the layer (Fig.
was about 20 pm. Multipolar cells were neurons with round, 1, no. 4), whereas the overwhelming majority of perikarya
inverted pyramidlike, or barrel-shaped cell bodies with occupied marginal positions. Thus, we observed vertically
three or more main dendrites that extend with different oriented cells at the inner margin of the layer. Most were
orientations (Fig. 1, nos. 4, 7, 9, 13, 15). Barrel-shaped neu- pyramidlike (Fig. 3d, 3e), and others belonged to the fusi-
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Fig. 1. Semischematic drawing of neurons in layers 1, 2, and 3 of the
medial (M) and dorsomedial (DM)cortices of Podarcis. 1, 3, 6a, 6b, 14:
horizontal cells; 2, 8, 10: vertical-fusiform cells; 4, 7, 9, 13, 15: multipolar
cells; 5, 11, 12: pyramidlike cells.

form group (Fig. 1, no. 8). At the outer rim of layer 2, we
localized a number of horizontal neurons whose shape and
dendritic organization matched those described for layer 1
(Fig. 1, no. 3). Most of the GABA-positive cells at the margins of layer 2 possessed dendrites ascending to layer 1and
descending into layer 3.
In layer 3, horizontal neurons F i g . 1, no. 6a; Fig. 3B)
constituted the major type of immunolabeled cells, especially in the narrow ventromedial part of the layer. This
part is more prominent at caudal telencephalic levels. Most
horizontal cells were located in the middle and inner parts
of the layer, some rather close to the ependymal zone. Those
situated in the middle and upper parts of layer 3 extended
ascending dendrites, some of which were followed through
layer 2 into layer 1(Fig. 1,no. 6b). In the upper half of layer
3, multipolar cells were observed with dendrites extending
into layer 1 (Fig. 1,no. 7). Somata of vertical-fusiform cells
resembling those located a t the border between layers 2
and 3 also were found in the upper third of layer 3. Dendrites from a few horizontal cells in layer 3 had a peculiar
appearance, being apparently covered with a number of
terminal-like and/or spinelike structures (Fig. 3C).
Oorsomedial cortex. Layer 1was characterized by small
multipolar cells superficially (Fig. 1, no. 9; Fig. 4d) and

1

vertical-fusiform cells in the inner two thirds (Fig. 1,no. 10;
Fig. 4e). The superficial outer zone corresponds to the zone
that is negative to Timm-staining and contains frequent
terminal-like GABA-positive structures (Schwerdtfeger and
Lopez-Garcia, '86). Dendrites from the small multipolar
neurons remained within the layer, whereas dendrites from
the vertical cells reached, at least, layer 2 (it is possible
that they also enter layer 3, but we could not observe this
in our material). In the inner zone of layer 1, a few large
pyramidlike neurons were observed (Fig. 1,no. 11).
Layer 2 contained relatively few GABA-immunoreactive
perikarya. Most were pyramidlike (Fig. 1, no. 12; Fig. 4a),
and the remainder were inverted pyramidlike multipolar
(Fig. 1, no. 13; Fig. 4a) and horizontal types. The latter were
noted only at the inner and outer margins of the layer. All
of these cells extended dendrites into layer 1 as well as
layer 3.
Among all laminae examined, layer 3 of the dorsomedial
cortex clearly contained the largest population of GABAimmunoreactive perikarya. Barrel-shaped multipolar neurons (Fig. 1, no. 15; Fig. 4a) and globous multipolar cells
(Fig. 4b) occupied the highest proportion of this population,
but the vertical and horizontal types (Fig. 1,no. 14; Fig. 4c)
were also numerous. Most horizontal cells lay in the deep
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2
Fig. 2. Occurrence of GABA-immunoreactive neurons in five sections a t
different rostrccaudal levels through the medial (M) and dorsomedial (Dm)
cortices. 1,2, 3: layers 1,2,3;D: dorsal cortex.

zones of the layer. Many somata situated in the upper half
of layer 3 possessed dendrites reaching the higher layers.

Immunostaining at the electron-microscopelevel

dendrites, and presynaptic terminal boutons and also a few
axons, by the electron-dense product of immunoreaction,
which was bound to membranous structures, generally
sparing the interior of nuclei and mihhondria (Fig. 5c, 5d).
The applied freezing procedure improves the penetration of
antisera, but it also partially disrupts membranes. This
probably explains why the interior of some nuclei was also
more or less heavily labeled (Fig. 5b).
The distribution of GABA-immunoreactive axonal boutons coincided well with that of the terminal-like puncta
seen in light-microscope preparations. We examined cells
in all layers of both areas with the electron microscope,
including specimens of each of the four GABA-positive cell
types classified with the light microscope. However, with a
few exceptions (see below), we did not find variations in
their ultrastructure other than those concerning somatic
shape, size, and arrangement of dendrites as described
above. In all cells, nuclei were round to oval with somewhat
irregular outlines, generally displaying one moderately
deep invagination Fig. 5b). Nuclei were euchromatic; in
sections where they contained a nucleolus, the latter was
seen to be located in a roughly central intranuclear position
(Fig. 5b). In one single cell of layer 2 of the dorsomedial
cortex, the nucleolus was found closely apposed to the nuclear membrane.
The cytoplasm of GABA-immunoreactive neurons was
well developed. It contained numerous mitochondria and
prominent profiles of granular endoplasmic reticulum (Fig.
5c). All GABA-positive somata received a moderate number
of asymmetric synaptic contacts from unstained axonal
boutons that contained spherical vesicles (Fig. 5d). However, most of their surface was covered by glia. GABApositive contacts were detected on a few GABA-immunolabeled somata at the border between layers 2 and 3 of medial
cortex and in layer 2 of dorsomedial cortex. Dendrites were
rather thin, generally not exceeding diameters of 2 pm,
even at their initial segments. Nearly all immunostained
dendritic profiles were contacted by GABA-negative boutons making asymmetric contacts (Fig. 6a). As a rule, dendrites were smooth; only in the inner half of layer 3 of
medial cortex did a few dendrites (Fig. 6b) and two of the
observed somata extend spines. All immunolabeled dendrites contained unstained mitochondria and homogeneously sized reaction product, which was coarser and more
dispersed than that found in axonal boutons. The latter had
diameters of 0.5-1.5 pm and contained clear mitochondria
and abundant pleomorphous vesicles. Most GABA-positive
boutons were localized in layer 2 of both areas studied and
in the outer layer 1of dorsomedial cortex. In layer 2, they
had globous or elongated outlines and made symmetric
synaptic contacts with unstained somata (Fig. 6c). It should
be noted that on the layer-2 somata, only very few synapses
from GABA-negative boutons were found. In layers 1 and
3, boutons were globous or polygonal and contacted unstained dendrites and, in a few cases, also contacted immunolabeled dendrites (Fig. 6d). No contacts were found with
dendritic spines. GABA-positive axon profiles (diameters,
about 0.5 pm) were identified by their irregular, sometimes
beaded appearance; they formed en-passant boutons that
contained flattened or pleomorphous synaptic vesicles and
made symmetric synaptic contacts.

Ultrastructural analysis revealed GABA-immunoreactive elements in all layers of the medial and dorsomedial
cortices, in approximately the outer 5 pm of the immunoreacted vibratome sections. The immunoreactive neuronal
elements that lay in the outermost zones were rather darkly
stained and displayed little cytological detail (see Fig. 5a),
whereas such details could be observed in those structures
DISCUSSION
situated deeper in the tissue and therefore were more modTechnical
considerations
erately stained (e.g., Fig. 5c); the latter neuronal structures
The depth of penetration of antibodies into the tissue is
were useful also for the identification of synaptic contacts
on their cellular membranes. We could identify somata, at present the most serious restriction of preembedding
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GABA-immunocytochemistry.We noted that although some
dendritic profiles were clearly stained in depths of up to 6
pm, the majority of immunolabeled elements were confined
to the outer 3 pm of our sections. Thus, a “Golgi-like”
picture of stained neurons could not be achieved; only somata, main dendrites, and short dendritic ramifications
within the penetrated tissue zone were identified. However,
we can state that 1)within this zone nearly all neurons in
layers 1and 3, and some in layer 2 were GABA-positive;(2)
it was possible to classify most of the immunostained neurons into four groups on the basis of their soma shape and
the arrangement of their main dendrites; these groups correspond fairly well to types of neurons that have been found
in Golgi studies (see below).

Classification of cells
There is a certain overlap in our definitions for multipolar
and horizontal neurons, whereas pyramidlike and verticalfusiform neurons could be easily assigned to their corresponding groups. Of the former types, both constitute rather
heterogenous populations of neurons with respect to their
morphology. Thus, the classification of some cells of these
groups was difficult due to subjective criteria. It may therefore be reasonable to combine them into one group as is
sometimes done in Golgi studies (Lacey, ’78).However, since
“typical” representatives of the two groups prevailed, we
maintained the described typology.

Correlation with Golgi studies in other squamate
reptiles
Correlation of the four classes of GABA-positive neurons
found in the medial and dorsomedial areas of the cortex of
Podarcis was attempted with the different types of neurons
that have been described for the same areas in other species
of squamate reptiles, i.e., lizards (Northcutt, ’67: Iguana
iguana; Ebbesson and Voneida, ’68: Tupinambis nigropunc
tutus; Lacey, ’78: Sceloporus undulatus; Wouterlood, ’81:
Agama agama; Guirado et al., ’84: Psammodromus algirus)
and snakes (Ulinski, ’77, ’79: Constrictor constrictor, Natrix
sipendon, Tharnrtophis sirtalis). This comparison was based
mainly on the observation that in Podarcis as well as in
mammals (Ribak et al., ’78, ’81)GABAergic neurons generally have aspinous or sparsley spinous dendrites and nonpyramidal somata.
Medial cortex. In layer 1, small, spherical multipolar
cells and larger horizontal cells, part of the latter displaying descending dendrites, predominate. The multipolar cells
possibly correspond to cells that have been termed “intrinsic polygonal cells” (Northcutt, ’67), “intrinsic Golgi II cells”
(Lacey, ’78) or “stellate cells” Wlinski, ’77; Guirado et al.,
’84). Ulinski (’77) reported that the axons of stellate cells
take a horizontal course in layer 1.The horizontal cells of
Podarcis may correspond to the “solitary cells” that Wouterlood (’81)described as having oval somata and, in 60% of
the cases, descending dendrites.

Fig. 3. Photomicrographs of GABA-immunoreactive structures (marked
by arrows) in medial cortex. a: Unstained somata in layer 2 are surrounded
by GABA-positivebouton-like puncta (some marked by arrowheads). ~ 2 , 4 0 0 .
b: Horizontal cell (H)in layer 3. x400. c: Horizontal cell (H)with spinelike
. Vertical-fusiform cell (V) and
appendages (arrowheads) in layer 3. ~ 9 0 0d:
pyramidlike cell 0’) in layer 1 and pyramidlike cell (P) at inner margin of
layer 2 (bars to the left mark borders of layer 2). x480. e: Pyramidlike cell
(P)at inner margin of layer 2. x700.
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In the present study, the same type of cell was detected
rather frequently at the very border between layer 1 and
layer 2, and this again is in agreement with findings of
Ebbesson and Voneida (‘691, Lacey (‘78), Wouterlood (‘81),
and Guirado et al. (’84). It appears likely that in some
species, such as Agama and Podarcis, these neurons are
distributed more widely within layer 1, whereas in other
species they are seen only in close proximity with layer 2.
Correlation is more difficult with the other GABA-positive layer-2 cells described in Golgi studies, where generally three to six types of pyramidlike neurons have been
found. However, some of the latter extend aspinous dendrites Wouterlood, ’81; Guirado et al., ’84), and some pyramidlike cells at the inner rim of the layer possess locally
arborizing axons (Lacey, ’78). Thus, the latter cells may
correspond to the similarly shaped GABA-positive cells
found at similar locations. An advantage of the immunocytochemical method is that it allows identification of neurons that constitute minor populations in densely packed
masses of perikarya and thus are less easily differentiated
by Golgi techniques.
In Podarcis as in Sceloporus (Lacey, ’78), layer 3 displays
rather numerous cells as compared with layer 1. Among
these, horizontal cells formed the largest population in Pc+
darcis, and it is tempting to compare them with a type of
neuron that has been described in all previous studies,
although it has been given different designations; “longitudinal pluripolar fusiform” cells (Northcutt, ’671, “fusiform solitary (S2)’’ neurons (Wouterlood, ’81), “globular or
fusiform (class 2)” cells (Lacey, ’78), and “ovoid-to-fusiform
(class 1)’ neurons (Guirado et al., ’84).The majority of these
are located in the caudal two thirds of the hemisphere, and
40% of their somata extend dendrites into layer 1 (Wouterlood, ‘81); their dendrites are aspinous (Lacey, ’78; Wouterlood, ’81); some of these cells possess locally arborizing
axons (Lacey, ’78); in older Golgi studies on Lacerta (Edinger, 1896) and Iguana (Ramon y Cajal, ’17) it has been
stated that similar cells give rise to ascending axons that
terminate in layer 1.All of these data support the comparison between such cells and the GABA-positive horizontal
neurons in layer 3 of Podarcis. In Agama, axons of horizontal neurons enter the alveus to reach the septum (Wouterlood, ’81),whereas GABAergic cells are generally considered
to participate in local short-axon circuits. This point will be
discussed below.
A few dendrites and somata in layer 3 contained a striking feature: They bore appendages that were identified
with the electron microscope as spines, with a length of up
to 5 pm on dendrites. The respective cells may correspond
to similarly shaped neurons that have been termed “neuron
with peripheric axon” by Ramon y Cajal (‘17) and “giant
neuron” (Regidor, ’77). Interestingly, a very similar type of
neuron has been obsewed in the hilus of the area dentata
in the rat (Amaral, ’78; the “long-spined multipolar cell”).
Besides the prevailing horizontal cells, the population of
GABA-immunoreactive neurons in layer 3 of Podarcis comprised multipolar, pyramidlike and vertical-fusiform cells.
Their number was clearly smaller than that of the horizontal cells, and it can be assumed that they may be less
frequently impregnated in Golgi preparations. However,
Lacey (‘78) reported the occurrence of pyramidlike somata
((‘class 2 cells”) with aspinous dendrites and axons that
either terminated in layer 3 or entered the alveus. Vertically oriented ovoid-to-fusiform (“class 1”)neurons were
described by Guirado et al. (’84)for the outer half of the

Fig. 4. Photomicrographs of GABA-immunoreactive neurons in dorsomedial cortex. a: Layout showing pyramidlike cell (P) a t outer margin of
layer 2, inverted pyramidlike multipolar cell (P) in layer 2 and barrelshaped multipolar cell (MI in layer 3 (bars to the right mark borders of layer

2). x 1,200. b Multipolar cell (M) in layer 3. x 1,400. c: Horizontal cell (H)
In layer 3. x 1,000. d: Small multipolar cell (M)
in outer layer 1. ~ 2 , 7 0 0e:
.
Vertical-fusiform cell (V) in inner half of layer 1. X 1,400.
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layer. Hence it is likely that the similarly shaped neurons
of layer 3 in Podarcis correspond to these types of Golgiimpregnated cells.
Lhwsomedial cortex. In the dorsomedial cortex of Podarcis, layer 1is occupied mainly by small multipolar neurons
in its outer third and by vertical-fusiform neurons in its
inner two thirds. Here there are also multipolar and pyramidlike cells. Again, one may conclude from the Golgi
descriptions that cells in this layer are difficult to impreg
nate. Whereas each cellular type that occurs in Podarcis
has been mentioned by at least one other author, in none of
the previous studies have all types been found. Ebbesson
and Voneida ('69) and Guirado et al. ('84) did not observe
any neuron in layer 1;Lacey ('78) described small multipolar neurons in the tangential (outer) zone, with axons remaining in the same zone; these cells coincide well with
those seen at the same location in Podarcis. Beyond that,
Lacey ('78) found only four impregnated cells in his Golgi
preparations. These lay in the inner part of layer 1 and
extended aspinous dendrites and axons that remained in
the layer or descended. Wouterlood ('81) mentioned spherical cells similar in shape and distribution to his class of S1
cells in layer 1 of the medial cortex. Ulinski ('79) observed
round or vertical-oval, sparsely spinous stellate cells with
axons that coursed horizontally or descended vertically. It
is possible that the pyramidlike and vertical-fusiform
GABA-positive neurons of Podarcis represent these latter
types.
Layer 2 displayed only very few GABA-positive cells,
whereas the bulk of neurons in this lamina, as in layer 2 of
the medial cortex, were not stained by immunocytochemistry. This observation corroborates previous studies, namely,
that double pyramidal cells dominate in this layer, and
these cells give rise to cortical and subcortical projections
(e.g., Lohman and Mentink, '72). Thus, they are not likely
to be GABAergic interneurons. However, Lacey ('78) detected a group of clearly nonpyramidal neurons (his "class
2") in layer 2 with highly collateralized-and, in part, locally arborizing-axons. The multipolar GAl3A-immunoreactive neurons in layer 2 of Podarcis had a rather similar
appearance. Our finding of pyramidlike and vertical-fusiform GABA-immunolabeled neurons in this layer may reflect a species-related property; on the other hand, it is
possible that in Golgi preparations such scattered cells may
be masked by the mass of double pyramidal neurons that
possess large somata and extensive apical and basal dendritic trees, especially as the shape of those GABA-positive
somata is rather similar to that of the double pyramidal
cells.
Layer 3 contains conspicuous population of polymorphous
cells, as also noted by Lacey ('78) in Sceloporus. Each of the
four groups of neurons that we classified in Podarcis was
well represented in this layer; among them, the multipolar
cells constituted the largest group. Multipolar or stellate
cells have been described by Ebbesson and Voneida ('69),
Lacey ('781, Ulinski ('791, Wouterlood ('81),and Guirado et
al. ('84).They are aspinous, and some give rise to ascending
axons (Lacey, '78). Stellate cells located in the deep part of
the layer possess axons that remain in the same zone (Wouterlood, '81). Pyramidlike neurons were observed by Ebbesson and Voneida ('69) and Lacey ('78; his class 11, who
described them as sparsely spinous with axons that emanate collaterals before they reach the alveus. Also, horizontally oriented fusiform cells have generally been found that
appeared aspinous (Lacey, '78) or sparsely spinous (Ulinski,

'79). Those that are deeply situated in the layer send axons
into the alveus (Lacey, '781, and others have axons ascending to layer 1 (Lacey, '78; Guirado et al., '84). Hence it
appears that there is not much interspecific variation concerning the cellular population in layer 3 of the dorsomedial cortex.

Ultrastructure
At both the electron and the light microscope levels nearly
all neurons in layers 1and 3 of the medial and dorsomedial
cortices of Podarcis were GABA-positive. Therefore, these
neurons probably represent the scattered cells of mainly
globous and horizontal-oval shapes found in these layers in
studies on the cortical ultrastructure of other squamate
reptiles. Actually, there is agreement that such neurons
have indented and generally euchromatic nuclei and relatively thin dendrites that are aspinous or sparsely spinous.
Their soma surface is contacted by asymmetric and symmetric synapses (snakes: Ulinski, '77, '79; Agama: Wouterlood et al., '81; Psammodromus: Davila et al., '85; Guirado
et al., '86); nonpyramidal cells in layer 1(Ulinski, '77) and
layer 3 (Davila et al., '85) of the medial cortex and in layer
3 of the dorsomedial cortex (Ulinski, '79) have been described to receive predominantly asymmetric synaptic contacts. These observations coincide with our findings on
GABA-immunoreactive neurons in the lizard Podarcis.
Conversely, there was a nearly complete absence of asymmetric synapses in layer 2, where nearly all somata were
unstained and contacted nearly exclusively by GABA-positive boutons with symmetric synapses. Thus, these cells
most likely correspond to the pyramidlike cell types that
constitute the overwhelming majority of neurons in layer 2
(Ramon y Cajal, '17; Northcutt, '67; Ebbesson and Voneida,
'69; Ulinski, '77, '79; Lacey, '78; Wouterlood et al., '81). It is
possible that the pyramidlike GABA-positive neurons at
the inner border of layer 2, like the pyramidal basket cells
of the mammalian hippocampus, give rise-or at least contribute to-the terminal baskets surrounding the principal
cells in this layer, thus forming a n anatomical substrate for
local feedback circuits. The small multipolar GABA-positive neurons in the outer zone of layer 1of the dorsomedial
cortex probably represent the cells described in Golgi material (Lacey, '78) that have horizontal axons terminating
in the same zone. These cells may therefore represent the
origin of at least some of the abundant GABA-positive
boutons in this zone found in contact with unstained dendritic trunks that probably stem from pyramidal cells in
layer 2. M e r e n t s from the contralateral dorsomedial cortex
(Voneida and Ebbesson, '69; Lohman and Mentink, '72),
and possibly also from the thalamus (Butler, 'go), terminate
in the outer zone of layer 1. Hence it is possible that extrinsic afTerents terminate on the small multipolar cells,
whereas axons of the latter inhibit the principal cells by
contacting their apical dendrites. This circuitry then would
be a n example of feed-forward inhibition, as has been described for hippocampal nonpyramidal neurons that receive
commissural (Frotscher et al., '84; Seress and Ribak, '84)
and septa1 afferents (Schwerdtfeger, '86a, '86b).
Many, if not all, of the symmetric synaptic contacts found
in the three layers of the cortex of squamate reptiles (Ulinski, '77, '79; Wouterlood et al., '81) are made by GABApositive boutons, which largely correspond to the terminallike puncta seen with the light microscope. The possibility
remains that in the light microscope some cross-sectioned
dendritic profiles may be confused with terminals, but this
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'77); 4) GABA-positive cell bodies generally display nonpyramidal shapes, with the exception of pyramidal basket
cells, and extend sparsely spinous dendrites, whereas the
principal cells, i.e., the pyramidal and granular cells, have
spiny dendrites; 5) GABA-immunoreactive cells have indented nuclei and a prominent granular endoplasmic reticulum, and they extend aspinous or sparsely spinous
dendrites; somata are contacted mainly by asymmetric synapses; 6) comparable classes of GAD-positive (Ribak et al.,
'78) and GABA-positive (Gamrani et al., '86) cells are found
at comparable sites, e.g., pyramidlike somata (in mammals:
the pyramidal basket cells) at the inner margin of the
principal cellular layer, fusiform-horizontal neurons in deep
zones of the inner layer, and small round and verticalComparative remarks
fusiform neurons in the outer layer.
Given these similarities, it seems likely that the GABAThe medial and dorsomedial cerebral cortices of Podarcis
hispanica exhibit various types of GABA-positive, gener- immunoreactive cells in Podarcis are GABAergic inhibially nonpyramidal neurons that occupy positions mainly in tory neurons, as in mammals (Storm-Mathisen, '77; Anderlayers 1 and 3 of both areas; a small number of GABA- son et al., '78; Alger and Nicoll, '82; Misgeld and Frotscher,
immunolabeled cells also were found in layer 2. For several '86) and probably also in turtles (Shen and Kriegstein, '86;
reasons besides their immunoreactivity, we propose that Blanton et al., '87). Although some nonpyramidal cell types
that were compared with GABA-immunoreactive neurons
these neurons are GABAergic inhibitory neurons.
Investigation of GABAergic cells in the brains of reptiles send axons into the alveus Gacey, '78; Wouterlood, '8U,
has just begun. Although no study on squamate reptiles this does not mean necessarily that they are not GA(lizards and snakes) has been published so far, in the medial BAergic. In the mammalian hippocampus, nonpyramidal
and dorsal cortices of the brain of the turtle Pseudemys cells project to the contralateral hippocampus (Seress and
(Shen and Kriegstein, '86; Blanton et al., '87), GABA-im- Ribak, '83; Seroogy et al., '83; Schwerdtfeger and Buhl, '86)
munoreactive neurons have been found whose somatic and even to extrahippocampal structures (Alonso and Kohshapes and dendritic arrangement resemble those of the ler, '82; Handelmann et al., '83; Schwerdtfeger and Buhl,
GABA-positive cells in Podarcis. Blanton et al. ('87) sug- '86), and at least some of the contralaterally projecting
gested that part of the GABAergic cells in turtles are stel- neurons in the hippocampus are GABAergic (Seress and
late cells that may mediate intracortical inhibition, as Ribak, '83).
proposed by Smith et al. ('80), and that have physiological
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